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Photoelectrochemical water splitting is a promising route for the renewable production of hydrogen
fuel. This work presents the results of a technical and economic feasibility analysis conducted for four
hypothetical, centralized, large-scale hydrogen production plants based on this technology. The four
reactor types considered were a single bed particle suspension system, a dual bed particle suspension
system, a ﬁxed panel array, and a tracking concentrator array. The current performance of
semiconductor absorbers and electrocatalysts were considered to compute reasonable solar-to-
hydrogen conversion eﬃciencies for each of the four systems. The U.S. Department of Energy H2A
model was employed to calculate the levelized cost of hydrogen output at the plant gate at 300 psi for
a 10 tonne per day production scale. All capital expenditures and operating costs for the reactors and
auxiliaries (compressors, control systems, etc.) were considered. The ﬁnal cost varied from $1.60–$10.40
per kg H2 with the particle bed systems having lower costs than the panel-based systems. However,
safety concerns due to the cogeneration of O2 and H2 in a single bed system and long molecular
transport lengths in the dual bed system lead to greater uncertainty in their operation. A sensitivity
analysis revealed that improvement in the solar-to-hydrogen eﬃciency of the panel-based systems could
substantially drive down their costs. A key ﬁnding is that the production costs are consistent with the
Department of Energy’s targeted threshold cost of $2.00–$4.00 per kg H2 for dispensed hydrogen,
demonstrating that photoelectrochemical water splitting could be a viable route for hydrogen
production in the future if material performance targets can be met.Broader context
As global energy consumption continues to rise, it is imperative that we develop renewable alternatives to the fossil fuel energy sources that currently power our
civilization, curb CO2 emissions, and secure a permanent energy supply for the future. Although the solutions to these global challenges are likely to consist of
many diﬀerent energy storage and conversion technologies, sustainably produced chemical fuels will likely play an important role due to their high energy
density. Hydrogen gas is an especially promising energy carrier, but current hydrogen production processes such as steam methane reforming are unsus-
tainable. Photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting is an alternative process that enables sustainable hydrogen production from water using the energy from
sunlight. PEC water splitting has been demonstrated on the laboratory scale, but it has never been implemented on a large scale relevant to the global energy
demand, so the prospects for scaling up this process have remained controversial. The present paper addresses the technical and economic feasibility of plants
producing hydrogen via PEC water splitting. We establish practical operating eﬃciencies for PEC reactors, detail four potential reactor and centralized plant
designs, and discuss the projected cost of the hydrogen produced using each design. Through this analysis, we establish that PEC water splitting has the
potential to be technically and economically viable. To help guide continuing research in this eld, we identify key challenges that must be overcome to drive
down the cost of large-scale hydrogen production by PEC water splitting.ford University, 381 North-South Axis,
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View Article Online1 Introduction
Intensive research and development eﬀorts over the past few
decades on nonfossil fuel-based energy solutions have led to a
steady increase in incorporation of these technologies into the
electrical grid. Examples include electricity generation by wind
turbines and solar photovoltaics, technologies that are seeing
increased market penetration. The issue of intermittency,
however, will hinder large-scale deployment of a number of
these carbon-free energy sources by creating problems in
maintaining overall grid stability. The synthesis of chemical
fuels by using intermittent renewable energy is one pathway to
circumvent this instability; chemical fuels can be generated
while the wind is blowing or the sun is shining and can be
consumed to meet changing power demand. Furthermore, the
energy density of chemical fuels far exceeds that of capacitors
and batteries. For renewable chemical fuels to make up a
signicant fraction of the world’s ever-increasing energy needs,
production must match the sizeable global demand. It is
important to ask whether renewable fuel-based systems
currently being developed in the laboratory could potentially be
viable in the energy market and deployable on such a large
scale. The goal of the work presented herein is to evaluate the
economic feasibility of solar hydrogen production, a method
extensively researched for renewable fuel generation. This task
is accomplished by assessing achievable system eﬃciencies via
calculations and a survey of existing bench-scale materials, then
computing the cost of hydrogen output from several conceptual
large-scale reactor designs based on reasonable commercial
and economic assumptions.
Molecular hydrogen is one of the many chemical fuels being
explored. As a commodity, hydrogen is already produced on a
large scale (50 million tonnes per year worldwide1), used mostly
for petroleum rening as well as the synthesis of ammonia for
fertilizer. The majority (>95%) of global hydrogen is currently
produced from fossil fuels, primarily via steam methane
reforming.1 Its envisioned use as a clean energy carrier on a
large scale is hindered by the need for a cost-competitive,
renewable production route and lack of storage and trans-
portation infrastructure. A key advantage of renewable, solar
hydrogen over fossil-based chemical fuels is that its use in fuel
cells or combustion engines to power vehicles leads to no CO2
emissions. Many renewable hydrogen production technologies
exist in various stages of development and these can be broken
down into the following three main categories: thermal
processes, electrolytic processes, and photolytic processes. The
rst category includes reforming of bio-derived fuels and
thermal cycles with metal oxides (MxOy such as ZnO/Zn) or
lower temperature cycles with S–I or Cu–Cl chemistries.2 The
second consists of coupling a renewable electricity source, such
as wind or solar, with an electrolyzer.3 Photolytic processes can
be biological, making use of molecular complexes, hydrogen-
evolving enzymes, and natural organisms,4 or photo-
electrochemical/photocatalytic involving molecular chromo-
phores or semiconductor absorbers. This last technology is the
focus of this work.1984 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002Photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting, a process in
which solar energy is used to evolve H2 and O2 from water, is a
promising technology because it oﬀers a potentially aﬀordable,
carbon-free route to the synthesis of hydrogen. Another key
benet of this process is the high purity of the output hydrogen
gas stream, an important requirement for its use in fuel cells.
Since the seminal paper from Fujishima and Honda of 1972
describing the PEC water splitting process on a TiO2 photo-
electrode,5 signicant technical advances have resulted in
functional bench-scale systems. PEC cells composed of III–V
group semiconductors have demonstrated solar-to-hydrogen
(STH) eﬃciencies as high as 12.4% (ref. 6) and 18.3% (ref. 7)
depending on the exact device conguration, while multi-
junction silicon PEC cells have yielded eﬃciencies in the range
of 4.7% (ref. 8) to 7.8% (ref. 9) depending on the type of co-
catalysts used. Each system faces technical scale-up challenges
which range from improving durability to further increasing
eﬃciency to lowering materials and manufacturing costs.
Fundamentally, economics are the driving force in our energy
landscape so there is one key question which all researchers in
the eld should be asking: if the technical barriers to imple-
mentation of photoelectrochemical water splitting on a large
scale are overcome, can hydrogen be produced at a cost which is
competitive with that of fossil fuels?
The United States Department of Energy (DOE) contracted
Directed Technologies Inc. (DTI) (now Strategic Analysis Inc.) to
carry out a detailed technoeconomic evaluation† of PEC
hydrogen generation based on conceptual systems formulated
by the DOE PEC Working Group.10 This team brings together
university researchers, scientists from national laboratories,
and industry leaders with experience in PEC water splitting
systems. The major ndings of their cost analysis are presented
here in conjunction with an evaluation of the technical feasi-
bility of the assumptions pertaining to material properties and
system eﬃciencies. PEC hydrogen production has a very low
technology readiness level (TRL 1–2)11 but there is a need for an
objective, unbiased technoeconomic analysis to determine
where research dollars are best spent to lead to commercially
viable solutions. This study emphasizes large-scale operations
based on realistic material performance targets to calculate a
cost for H2. Results of this study place the levelized cost of
hydrogen for these systems between $1.60–$10.40 per kg H2,
indicating that commercial-scale PEC water splitting could be
cost-competitive with fossil-based fuels.2 Photoelectrochemical water splitting
2.1 Basic operation principles
The process of photoelectrochemical water splitting begins with
the absorption of a solar photon in a semiconductor material to
form an excited electron–hole pair. If the semiconductor is
immersed in an aqueous electrolyte, band bending at the
semiconductor/electrolyte interface provides a driving force for
the separation of the photogenerated charge carriers. Bandhydrogenandfuelcells/pdfs/pec_technoeconomic_analysis.pdf.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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View Article Onlinebending can also be generated through the use of a p/n junction
or other solid state junction analogous to a solar cell. The
excited holes must reach one surface to drive the oxygen
evolution reaction (OER) while the electrons are consumed by
the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) at a separate electrode or
surface. PEC hydrogen production systems can incorporate a
single photoanode, a single photocathode, or multiple
absorbers to make up a tandem device. Note that for a tandem
system, the absorbers can be arranged optically in series or in
parallel. In a single absorber system consisting of an n-type
semiconductor photoanode, the OER occurs on the photo-
electrode surface and electrons, the majority charge carriers,
ow to the cathode. In a system consisting of a p-type semi-
conductor photocathode, the HER will occur on the photo-
electrode surface and holes, the majority charge carriers, ow to
the anode. In a tandem cell device, the overall water splitting
process consists of the same reactions, but both the photo-
anode and photocathode absorb photons and create excited
charge carriers. A tandem structure with two photoelectrodes is
illustrated in Fig. 1 (the diagram is generic and not meant to
reect any particular device conguration). PEC water splitting
is not limited to systems with panel electrodes. Suspensions of
photocatalyst particles on which either one or both water
splitting half-reactions occur have been studied. The merits of
various device congurations are discussed later in the context
of comparing the four potential system embodiments selected
for analysis. Several comprehensive reviews12 of the physics and
chemistry,13 materials requirements14,15 and candidate semi-
conductors16 have been published recently and the reader is
referred to these for an in-depth review of the eld. The focus
herein is exclusively on thematerials properties and costs which
are relevant for the selection, sizing, and durability of a
conceptual large-scale, centralized solar water splitting facility.
The key requirements for the semiconducting material(s) are
a suitable band gap for light absorption, proper band edgeFig. 1 Schematic band diagram showing the phenomena of photon absorption,
band bending, charge separation, as well as hydrogen and oxygen evolution on
semiconductor photoanode and photocathode surfaces. The external circuits
could also be replaced by a redox mediator to shuttle charges between the two
photoelectrodes.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013alignment for the redox reactions of interest, long term stability
in an aqueous environment, as well as cost and material avail-
ability. The rst material constraint of importance is the band
gap. Thermodynamics dictate a minimum voltage requirement
of 1.23 V to split water at standard temperature, pressure, and
concentrations, thus necessitating at least a 1.23 eV band gap
semiconductor. In practice, however, entropic losses, reaction
overpotentials, and other parasitic losses raise the overall band
gap requirement. Simply put, the band gap must be large
enough to provide the necessary photovoltage to split water but
must be as small as possible to absorb the greatest portion of
the solar spectrum. Solar photon ux utilization can be maxi-
mized by employing multiple smaller band gap absorber layers
connected in series to yield a combined voltage large enough to
split water at relevant reaction rates. This approach has proven
successful in the photovoltaic industry17–19 as well as in labo-
ratory PEC water splitting devices.6,7,9 The generation of the
requisite photovoltage is a necessary but insuﬃcient condition
to split water. The energy levels at which the electrons and holes
are injected to solution must exceed the electrochemical redox
potentials for the HER and the OER, respectively. Thus, at the
very least, the potential of the conduction band of the semi-
conductor at the semiconductor/liquid junction must be more
negative than 0.0 V vs. RHE while the valence band must be
more positive than 1.23 V vs. RHE. Catalysis also plays an
important role in PEC water splitting. Reducing the over-
potential for each redox reaction lowers the total voltage
required to obtain a rapid rate of water splitting. If the surface of
the optimal absorber material is not inherently a good catalyst
(which is oentimes the case), it can be decorated with an HER
or OER co-catalyst but care must be taken to ensure additional
losses are not introduced at the semiconductor/catalyst inter-
face due to shadowing or the formation of interfacial defect
states. Charge transport within the absorber material and
across the electrode/electrolyte interface must be fast to reduce
recombination. Stability in an aqueous environment is essential
for long term operation and plant durability. The electrode
must not corrode or undergo any changes detrimental to
performance either in the dark (nighttime conditions) or under
illumination (daytime conditions). Lastly, the market cost and
accessibility (e.g. earth abundance) of the constituent materials
are key considerations if solar hydrogen from water splitting is
to be viable on a large scale.202.2 Calculation of practical system eﬃciencies
The performance of PEC water splitting devices is best quanti-
ed by their solar-to-hydrogen eﬃciency, which is dened as the
amount of chemical energy produced in the form of hydrogen
divided by the solar energy input without the use of any external
bias. There is also the additional requirement that the other
coupled half-reaction must specically be oxygen evolution in
order to maintain a sustainable overall reaction in which
sunlight and water are the only inputs.21 STH eﬃciency is a
metric by which device performances can be quantiably
compared on an equivalent basis, which is not possible with the
inclusion of unsustainable inputs such as sacricial reagents orEnergy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002 | 1985
Fig. 2 Maximum theoretical solar-to-hydrogen eﬃciency for a single absorber
material plotted as a function of the photoabsorber band gap.
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View Article Onlinewith incomplete half-cell designs that drive only one of the two
half-reactions (the HER or the OER).
In designing the conceptual water splitting systems
described in this work, it was very important to select realistic
eﬃciencies due to the impact on cost. Reasonable STH eﬃ-
ciencies for various PEC water splitting device congurations
were calculated by taking into account total solar irradiance,
entropic losses due to blackbody radiation and recombination,
and kinetic overpotentials needed to drive the two half-reac-
tions. As mentioned earlier, a thermodynamic minimum of 1.23
V is required to split water, but in practice the voltage required
to drive this reaction increases due to these unavoidable losses.
The calculations and corresponding assumptions included here
both review and expand upon past work22–24 developed to
determine upper limits of achievable eﬃciencies for the best
available materials at this time. Other losses such as those due
to nonideal band edge alignment and series resistances from
the solution or wiring can further decrease the amount of
usable voltage, but a full analysis of these eﬀects is beyond the
current scope of this work. One of the seminal derivations of
solar conversion eﬃciencies was developed by Shockley and
Queisser25 and later expanded upon by Ross,26 though the work
was framed in the context of photovoltaic devices and thus did
not aim to include losses unique to PEC systems such as the
kinetic overpotentials required to drive electrochemical reac-
tions. Weber and Dignam,22,23 Miller and Rocheleau,27 as well as
Bolton et al.28 further elaborated on solar conversion eﬃciencies
specically addressing PEC systems. More recent work has
focused on calculating eﬃciencies for tandem systems with
various geometries.29 Prior to introducing the PEC-specic los-
ses, it is instructive to consider the thermodynamic limits as an
upper bound. Previous calculations have shown that a single
absorber PEC system can reach 29% (ref. 30) to 31% (ref. 24)
while a tandem system with two absorbers could reach 40% (ref.
24) to 41%.30 Taking into account multiple exciton generation or
solar concentration raises these numbers further.24 Results
presented in this paper are produced using the Air Mass 1.5
Global (AM 1.5 G) spectrum (ASTM G173-03) and a few updated
assumptions, described briey below to reasonably reect the
current state of technology for PEC materials. A more detailed
description of the calculations will be made available
elsewhere.31
Eqn (1) is one denition for STH eﬃciency, using the
product of voltage and short-circuit current to calculate the
chemical power output of the PEC water splitting cell under
standard-state conditions relative to the power input to the cell
by 1 sun AM 1.5 G illumination, assuming 100% Faradaic
conversion of water to H2 and O2.
STH ¼
j jscðmA cm2Þj  1:23 V
PtotalðmW cm2Þ

AM 1:5 G
(1)
The rst step taken to calculate reasonably achievable STH
eﬃciency values was deriving the maximum photocurrent
under illumination for a given band gap by integrating the AM
1.5 G spectrum. Here, there is no applied bias and ideal band
edge alignment is assumed. Kinetic overpotentials as well as
energy and entropic losses arising from material defects and1986 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002nonradiative recombination were then calculated and sub-
tracted to produce current–voltage relationships for each band
gap from which the STH eﬃciency value was extracted. The
maximum photocurrents were calculated by summing the
absorbable photons over the solar spectrum for materials of
varying band gaps assuming all photons with energy greater
than the band gap are absorbed. The open-circuit voltages, used
to estimate the useable photovoltage, were calculated for each
band gap using the procedure outlined by Ross26 and taking
into account entropic losses modeled aer single crystal silicon.
Kinetic overpotentials were calculated for the range of possible
currents drawn from the system assuming Butler–Volmer
kinetics tted to the hydrogen evolution and oxygen evolution
activities of platinum and ruthenium oxide, respectively.32,33
Shunt losses were neglected in this treatment because their
value is largely device dependent and not an intrinsic material
property.
Results of these calculations are shown here for three
diﬀerent device congurations that reect those employed in
several reactor designs that will be presented later. The three
congurations are a single photoabsorber system, a dual
stacked photoabsorber system, and a dual side-by-side photo-
absorber system. These congurations diﬀer in the number and
geometry of photoabsorber materials used which has a direct
impact on the spectrum and number of photons absorbed in
each material and thus the maximum possible STH eﬃciency.
Fig. 2 shows the maximum practical theoretical limits for a
single absorber system for which the maximum STH eﬃciency
is 11.2% for a band gap of 2.26 eV. This calculation assumes
that an area equal to that of the photoabsorber was available for
each water splitting half-reaction; this restriction is not always
necessary as a higher area electrode driving a reaction in the
dark could be orthogonalized. Note that this value of 11.2% falls
far short of the 31% thermodynamic limit, highlighting the
large losses associated with reaction overpotentials and the
need for better catalysts. Fig. 3 and 4 show the maximum
practical STH eﬃciencies for dual stacked and side-by-sideThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Fig. 3 Maximum theoretical solar-to-hydrogen eﬃciency for a dual stacked
absorber conﬁguration plotted as a function of the top and bottom photo-
absorber band gaps. The top photoabsorber is assumed to be placed above the
bottom photoabsorber, thus only photons with energy less than the band gap of
the former are transmitted to the latter.
Fig. 4 Maximum theoretical solar-to-hydrogen eﬃciency for a dual side-by-side
absorber conﬁguration plotted as a function of the two photoabsorber (denoted
‘A’ and ‘B’) band gaps. The two electrodes are assumed to be placed next to each
other and can each access the full solar spectrum.
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View Article Onlinephotoabsorber systems, respectively, as a function of the two
photoabsorber band gaps. The maximum STH eﬃciency for a
dual stacked absorber system is 22.8% with bottom and top
photoabsorber band gaps of 1.23 eV and 1.84 eV, respectively.
Once again, this value is considerably lower than the thermo-
dynamic limit of 41%. In comparison, the maximum STH eﬃ-
ciency is 15.5% for a dual side-by-side absorber system with
photoabsorbers of the same band gap of 1.59 eV. These values
provide a baseline from which reasonable device eﬃciencies
can be projected for materials within this range of band gaps. A
very important nding is that to achieve eﬃciencies >10%, dualThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013absorber systems are likely required. Note that the dual stacked
absorber system itself can be congured in more than one way,
for instance as either a stacked planar thin lm reactor or a
particle with two absorber materials. Particles can also be made
with only one absorber material, represented by the single
absorber system, but that would result in lower attainable eﬃ-
ciencies compared to the dual absorber design. Lastly, the dual
side-by-side absorber system is representative of a reactor that
uses the added photovoltage of two absorbers, covering twice
the area, to achieve the required water splitting voltage. This set-
up has some advantages over a single absorber system in that
less photovoltage is required from each absorber, allowing for
use of smaller band gap materials, but it is still not as eﬃcient
as a dual stacked absorber system.2.3 Demonstrated research eﬃciencies
The theoretical calculations above provide realistic limits on
PEC water splitting eﬃciencies based on the performance of
modern materials. It is also instructive to consider the best
bench scale systems reported in the literature. Bearing both sets
of values in mind, eﬃciencies around which the conceptual
solar hydrogen plants will be designed can be selected. Several
excellent materials reviews15,16,34 cover a wide range of published
systems while the focus here is on only the highest reported
eﬃciencies for both panel and particle-based systems.
Demonstrated panel electrode solar-to-hydrogen systems
generally t into one of three categories. First are the pure
photoelectrochemical systems that are minority carrier devices
and have a single or dual PEC junction. The second type is a
single PEC junction coupled with either an integrated or
external photovoltaic (PV) device. The third category does not
contain semiconductor/electrolyte (PEC) junctions and instead
involves devices that have separated components, namely a
photovoltaic joined with an electrolyzer, potentially in an inte-
grated structure that is immersed into the aqueous electrolyte.
The voltage requirement for solar water splitting using a
single absorber in a pure PEC system necessitates the use of a
reasonably wide band gap (>2.1 eV for an STH eﬃciency >5%)
semiconductor as shown in Fig. 2. Many known materials with
band edge potentials that encompass both half-reactions have a
valence band edge that is signicantly more positive than the
water oxidation potential as is the case for the oxides SrTiO3
(ref. 35) and KTaO4.36 Recently a nonoxide, GaN, has demon-
strated spontaneous (unbiased) water splitting.37,38 All known
single junction systems capable of full water splitting absorb
only ultraviolet photons, severely limiting their attainable eﬃ-
ciencies in terrestrial PEC systems. Dual PEC electrodes have
been demonstrated that are capable of unbiased solar water
splitting. Eﬃciencies are still low when a wide band gap pho-
toanode is employed39 but up to 8% has been measured when
two lower band gap III–V materials were coupled together.40
This p-InP/n-GaAs system experienced a 10% drop in relative
eﬃciency over the rst hour but maintained constant short-
circuit photocurrent over the next nine hours of operation that
were interrupted by extended periods where the electrodes sat
in solution in the absence of illumination.Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002 | 1987
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View Article OnlineThe second category of devices uses a photovoltaic to over-
come energetic barriers at a PEC interface. One particular device
utilizes a p-GaInP2 (photocathode) that makes a PEC junction
with the electrolyte. It is synthesized on a p/n-GaAs photovoltaic
and connected via a solid-state tunnel junction to yield a single
crystal monolithic device. This system achieved 12.4% unbiased
solar-to-hydrogen eﬃciency under 12 suns of illumination.6
However, over the course of 20 hours the photocurrent declined
from 120 mA cm2 to 105 mA cm2. Other PEC/PV systems have
combined a metal oxide (photoanode) with a separate photo-
voltaic, typically a dye-sensitized solar cell41–43 and achieved
modest eﬃciencies (2–3%).44 Although the eﬃciencies were
lower, the allure of metal oxide-based systems is that they could
be less costly and potentially more stable as photoanodes,
though the durability of these systems has not been reported. A
WO3 photoanode mechanically stacked on an a-Ge/a-Si tandem
PV achieved 0.6% eﬃciency under Hawaiian sunlight, but
showed signs of degradation aer 10 hours of operation.45 A
hybrid photocathode based on a multijunction a-Si PV capped
with an a-SiC PEC layer has demonstrated a 1.6% STH eﬃciency
at zero bias, but the short-circuit photocurrent declined over a
short period of testing.46
The last category of solar water splitting cells is majority
carrier devices that use coupled PV and electrolysis compo-
nents, where the PV device is either immersed in the electrolyte
or separated. In the case of the immersed PV, it is protected
from coupling with the electrolyte by an ohmic contact and
catalyst, so the electric eld that separates photogenerated
charges occurs in a buried solid-state p/n junction, not at a
semiconductor/electrolyte junction. III–V-based systems have
achieved eﬃciencies upwards of 18%.47–49 In the highest
reported eﬃciency systems, the electrode areas responsible for
driving the water splitting reactions were much larger than the
semiconductor light-absorbing component, which further
reduced overpotential losses since those losses are directly
related to current density. PEC systems that employ light
concentration might be able to accommodate a counter elec-
trode area up to an order of magnitude greater than the
absorber. Low-cost systems based on multi-junction a-Si have
shown eﬃciencies up to about 8%.8,9,48 The PV/electrolysis
devices address the instability of a semiconductor/electrolyte
interface by eliminating this type of junction but these systems
should be compared with completely separated commercial PV
and electrolyzers that are independently optimized. Given the
signicant diﬀerences in plant design for this case versus the
others, a technoeconomic analysis for this particular scheme
was outside the scope of this work. Overall, it is clear that STH
eﬃciencies of approximately 15% are achievable for panel-
based systems, though durability and cost questions remain.
We now consider particle based PEC systems found in the
literature which generally fall into one of the three following
categories: (i) single particle/single photon water splitting, (ii)
two particle/two photon water splitting, and (iii) half-reaction
water splitting plus sacricial reagent and/or nonwater splitting
photocatalysts. The eﬃciencies of these systems are consider-
ably lower than panel devices and are oen not directly
comparable; literature in this area oen reports the external1988 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002quantum yield (EQY) at a given wavelength rather than the STH
eﬃciency. Here, the denition of the EQY is usually (but not
always) reported as shown in eqn (2):
EQY ¼ # of product molecules  n
# of incident photons
(2)
where n is the number of electrons transferred per product
molecule. Note that there is no accounting for the voltage of a
particular reaction or product and thus, overall energy eﬃciency
is not accounted for. The reader is cautioned to make the
distinction between the EQY which is more or less analogous to
a diagnostic current conversion eﬃciency and an STH eﬃciency
which is a true power conversion eﬃciency.
The rst category consists of materials capable of driving
both the HER and the OER directly with a single absorber
particle and without the need for any additional redox reac-
tions. These systems directly drive true water splitting. Barring
the employment of multiple exciton generation schemes in
these particle systems, quantum eﬃciencies of photogenerated
products are based on absorption of a single photon. The
highest EQYs are obtained by using the wider band gap systems,
where EQY > 50% with Eg ¼ 4.1 eV.50 Unfortunately, these and
other UV-based systems provide little utility under terrestrial
solar insolation due to limited absorption and therefore more
recent eﬀorts have been devoted toward developing smaller
band gap materials. Domen and co-workers have demonstrated
true water splitting with an EQY of 2.5% at 420 nm using a
Rh2yCryO3-loaded (Ga1xZnx)(N1xOx), and continue to rene
their system.51
The second category, oen referred to as a ‘Z-scheme’
system, also drives stoichiometric water splitting but utilizes
two separate absorber particles, tuned to drive either the HER or
the OER individually. The two half-reactions occurring on
separate particles are connected via a reversible, charge transfer
redox couple in solution. This system requires twice as many
photons to drive water splitting, but oﬀers a higher voltage and
broader range of materials choices. Abe and co-workers repor-
ted true water splitting with a Z-scheme using Pt–SrTiO3:Cr/Ta
and Pt–WO3 particles with an IO3
/I redox mediator. Stoi-
chiometric H2 and O2 were evolved with an EQY of 1% at
420 nm.52 Kudo et al. used a similar Pt–SrTiO3:Rh particle but
coupled it with BiVO4 particles and an Fe
3+/2+ redox mediator
and reported an EQY of 0.3% at 440 nm. Here, both particles
had a band gap of 2.4 eV. Fujihara et al. devised a system using
separate compartments loaded with TiO2 particles, one side
driving the HER and the oxidation of Br to Br2, the other
compartment driving the OER with concurrent reduction of
Fe3+ to Fe2+ to yield overall water splitting.53
The third category described in the literature encompasses a
very broad range of particulate PEC design types but diﬀers in
that true, stoichiometric water splitting via the HER and the
OER is not driven. Fundamentally, the optoelectronics can be
the same as the rst and/or second categories described above,
but the signicant diﬀerence is found in the thermodynamics of
the redox reactions which are catalyzed. In this category, the
free energy (DG) of reaction diﬀers from that required for true
water splitting. In practice, the DG of the reactions chosen isThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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View Article Onlinetypically smaller than that required for water splitting50,54 or, in
some reported PEC systems, negative and therefore thermody-
namically favored.50 These systems may nd application in
photocatalytic decomposition of organic pollutants to clean air
or water55 and could oﬀer fundamental mechanistic insight into
the dynamics of complex PEC systems, but they will not be
discussed here as the primary goal of this work is to address the
feasibility of converting and storing photon energy in the
chemical bonds of H2 and O2.3 Reactor design descriptions
The centralized plant designs based on four reactor types,
named Type 1, 2, 3, and 4, were conceived by the DOE PEC
Working Group. These four congurations do not represent all
possible types of systems but are meant to represent a range of
complete, albeit basic, designs of potentially realizable systems
for the purpose of preliminary technical and economic evalua-
tion. Each system incorporates all components required to
absorb solar photons, generate adequate voltage to evolve H2
and O2 from water, and collect and compress only the H2
product. The reactors can be grouped into one of two general
classes, namely particle suspensions or planar arrays. The Type
1 and Type 2 systems are enclosed aqueous reactor beds of
suspended photoactive particles while the Type 3 and Type 4
systems consist of multilayer absorber planar arrays immersed
in an aqueous electrolyte and oriented toward the sun. This
section describes the four reactor congurations and outlines
key assumptions about their performance in light of the
calculations and state of the art described previously.3.1 Type 1 reactor: single bed particle suspension
The Type 1 reactor is the simplest of the four and consists of a
low-lying horizontal plastic bag, termed henceforth a ‘baggie’,
containing a slurry of photoactive particles in a 0.1 M potassium
hydroxide (KOH) electrolyte. The plastic baggie is designed to
retain the electrolyte, photoactive particles, and evolved gases
while allowing light to penetrate. A schematic of the design for a
Type 1 reactor is shown in Fig. 5(a). High density polyethylene
(HDPE) is selected for both the transparent upper layer and
opaque bottom liner due to its high optical transmission (90%),
low hydrogen permeability (156 cm3 mm per m2 atm per day),56
resistance to degradation in an alkaline electrolyte, and low
cost. The size of each baggie is 323m long by 12.2 mwide. These
dimensions were chosen because they are as large as possible
while enabling the baggie segments to be produced as single
sheets of plastic using existing manufacturing technology and
easily transported on large rolls using a standard 16.8 m truck.
Two plastic sheets are laminated together to construct the
baggie. Upon lling the baggie with the aqueous particle slurry,
the upper portion of the envelope initially rests on the liquid
surface. This upper portion will rise and fall as gas is generated
and drawn oﬀ. Gas accumulates in the extra volume and is
stored in the headspace during the daylight H2 production
phase to level the load on the purication and compression
equipment required for this design. Since the baggie isThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013completely sealed, water vapor is not vented to the atmosphere.
Preventing evaporative cooling in this way allows the beds to
operate at temperatures above 60 C in summer which slightly
reduces the thermodynamic voltage for water splitting but this
eﬀect may be oﬀset by a decrease in eﬃciency due to greater
entropic losses in the absorber.
The photoactive particles are modeled as conductive spher-
ical cores (40 nm diameter) coated with photoanodic and pho-
tocathodic materials (5 nm layers) as islands, particles, or thin
lm shells. The primary motivation for selecting this particle
design is to consider the cost of a relatively complex composi-
tion and morphology. One could also envision a photoactive
particle at the core coated with only one additional absorber
layer. The particle geometry could also take the form of a pho-
toabsorbing core with co-catalysts for both the HER and the
OER. In this case, H2 and O2 evolution occur simultaneously on
the surface of a single particle which produces a mixed gas
streamwhichmust be puried. The required unit operations for
this purication step are described later. The cogeneration of
H2 and O2 in stoichiometric quantities results in a combustible
mixture and engineering controls will be needed tomitigate this
serious safety risk.
Preliminary analysis conducted at the University of Cal-
ifornia at Santa Barbara suggests a 10 cm deep particle
suspension is appropriate for full light absorption when
considering light scattering and typical values for semi-
conductors with indirect band gaps or low absorption coeﬃ-
cients. The layered structure of the photocatalyst particles is
akin to a dual stacked conguration which has a calculated
maximum theoretical STH eﬃciency of 22.8%, assuming high
quality semiconductors and highly active catalysts, but so far
experimentally demonstrated particle systems have fallen far
short of this limit. Thus, a more conservative baseline STH
eﬃciency of 10% was used for the technoeconomic analysis.
3.2 Type 2 reactor: dual bed particle suspension
The Type 2 reactor (Fig. 5(b)) shares many characteristics of the
Type 1 reactor. The primary diﬀerence is the use of separate
beds for O2 and H2 production which aﬀords two general
benets: (i) intrinsic separation of the two gases, which
improves plant safety while reducing needs for gas separation in
the processing sub-assembly, and (ii) greater exibility in the
semiconductor properties needed for eﬀective water splitting.
This design, however, requires the use of a redox mediator
(A/A) and porous bridges to transport it from one compart-
ment to the other. The equations for water splitting now
become as follows:
O2 evolution bed: 4hn + 2H2O + 4A/ O2 + 4H
+ + 4A
H2 evolution bed: 4hn + 4H
+ + 4A/ 2H2 + 4A
The redox mediator could be any species exhibiting rapid,
reversible reactivity and large diﬀusivity in either redox state,
such as iodine, bromine, or iron complexes. The absorber in
this system is modeled as spherical substrate particles (40 nmEnergy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002 | 1989
Fig. 5 Schematic of the four reactor types including (a) Type 1 reactor cross-section showing the particle slurry contained within baggies separated by an access
driveway, (b) Type 2 reactor cross-section showing the particle slurries contained within baggie assemblies consisting of an alternating arrangement of a full size and
half-size baggie each for O2 and H2 evolution, (c) Type 3 reactor design showing the encased composite panel oriented toward the sun with buoyant separation of
gases, and (d) Type 4 reactor design with an oﬀset parabolic cylinder receiver concentrating light on a linear PEC cell. Drawing not to scale.
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View Article Onlinediameter) with a single photoactive layer deposited over the
surface. Once again, this geometry is selected for costing
purposes but many other viable options exist such as a photo-
active core decorated with a co-catalyst. Continuous slurry
circulation through perforated pipes running the length of the
baggies facilitates mixing and transport of the redox mediator.
Feed-through bridges located below the gas/liquid interface are
provided between the H2 and O2 production beds with a porous1990 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002membrane running the entire length of the baggies. These
allow transport of the redox mediator but prevent gas migra-
tion. Each bed assembly comprises a full and a half-size baggie
each for O2 and H2 evolution, as shown in Fig. 5(b), to minimize
the distance between complementary reaction sites. The total
assembly dimensions are 61.0 m long by 6.1 m wide; the
decrease in width from the Type 1 baggies further reduces
transport distances and the decrease in length facilitatesThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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View Article Onlineattaching porous bridges. Decoupling of the HER and the OER
onto separate particles requires twice the photon capture area
of the Type 1 system and is analogous to the side-by-side
conguration for which the upper eﬃciency limit computed
was 15.5%. Again, a more conservative value is selected for the
baseline technoeconomic analysis; the assumed net STH eﬃ-
ciency for this system is 5%. Better solar utilization and thus a
higher water splitting eﬃciency could be achieved by stacking
the baggies one on top of the other rather than positioning
them side-by-side. While potentially interesting, this embodi-
ment was not considered in this analysis.
3.3 Type 3 reactor: xed panel array
A great deal of experimental research to date has focused on
planar photoelectrodes immersed in solution, either with an
integrated cathode and anode or with spatially separated elec-
trodes. The Type 3 and 4 reactors reect this design archetype
with photocells closely resembling commercial photovoltaics.
The Type 3 reactors (Fig. 5(c)) feature an integral planar elec-
trode with multiple photoactive layers sandwiched between two
electrodes. The entire assembly is encased in a transparent
plastic electrolyte reservoir containing 0.1 M KOH. Poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) is selected for its high optical trans-
mission, mechanical strength, and resistance to chemical
degradation in basic electrolyte and serves as a good starting
point for costing. Individual cells, as large as can be readily
manufactured, are assembled to form panels 1 m wide and 2 m
long. The panels are tilted toward the Earth’s equator and are
oriented at an angle from the horizontal equal to the local
latitude for optimal solar photon collection over the course of
the entire year. Two layers of photoactive material are used to
maximize solar spectrum utilization and provide the requisite
voltage to split water. O2 evolution occurs on a transparent
conducting (TC) anode which allows photons to pass through
and be absorbed in the two underlying photoactive layers. The
bottom of the stack is composed of a metal cathode where
electrons are collected to drive H2 evolution. Gas separation is
achieved by the physical partitioning of the O2 and H2 reaction
sites and separate buoyant collection of the gases can be
exploited due to the inclination of the panel. A depiction of the
cell stack composition and orientation is shown in Fig. 5(c). In
terms of maximum theoretical eﬃciencies, this system closely
resembles the stacked conguration of Type 1 so a conservative
STH eﬃciency of 10% is used for the baseline cost calculations.
3.4 Type 4 reactor: tracking concentrator array
A tracking concentrator system maximizes the direct radiation
capture and enables the use of higher eﬃciency, higher cost
materials because the photocell area is greatly reduced. The
Type 4 reactor (Fig. 5(d)) uses an oﬀset parabolic cylinder array
to focus sunlight on a linear PEC cell receiver and has 2-axis
steering to track the daily movement of the sun. This style of
concentrator was selected to keep costs low, reduce weight, and
because it allows the photoreactor, water feed, and H2 collection
piping to be located in the reector base assembly. Each
concentrator array is 6 m wide and 3 m in height. A laboratory-This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013demonstrated solar concentration ratio of 10 : 1 is used for the
analysis, though higher ratios would further reduce reactor
costs. Multijunction photovoltaics can operate at solar
concentration ratios upwards of 400 : 1 (ref. 57) but PEC cells
are limited by the ability of a catalyst to drive current densities
above 1 A cm2, light scattering due to bubble formation, and
temperature constraints for moderate cost materials. A ratio of
100 : 1 is likely an upper limit6 and a more conservative value of
10 : 1 is adopted for this analysis. The smaller volume electro-
lyte reservoir allows direct pressurization of the electrolyte and
gases to 300 psi using the inlet water pump, precluding the need
for a separate compressor for the H2 gas product. Added
benets of pressurization include minimizing water vapor loss
and reducing gas bubble size and the associated detrimental
photon scattering. The PMMA window is made cylindrical to
reduce stress arising from the increased operation pressure and
to focus light on the PEC cells. An additional benet of the 10 : 1
concentration is an increased eﬃciency due to the larger
maximum photovoltage. The photocell stacks have the same
general composition as in the Type 3 reactor but allow for more
expensive, high quality materials to be used since the photon
capture area is reduced. Higher quality materials will likely
result in better performance so the assumed STH eﬃciency is
raised to 15%, consistent with calculated eﬃciencies for a dual
stacked absorber system (Fig. 3) and well within the range of
previously reported high eﬃciency PV-PEC6 and integrated PV-
electrolysis47,48 devices that operate between 12 and 18% STH
eﬃciency.3.5 Reactor design limitations
Each reactor design described above has its limitations. The
Type 1 and Type 2 reactors are relatively simple. However,
compared to the planar electrode designs there is greater
uncertainty associated with the fabrication of the photoactive
particles as well as much lower demonstrated bench-scale eﬃ-
ciencies. There is also a lack of understanding of the eﬀective
photon capture area per particle and particle density required
for total solar ux utilization. Partial shading of particles deeper
in the bed is also problematic as it will result in a lower eﬀective
incident light intensity reaching these deep particles and thus
lower performance due to a decrease in their maximum pho-
tovoltage. Further testing and modeling of these systems is
required.
The large size of the Type 1 baggies may present practical
limitations in that a failure in the mechanical integrity (due to
weather, bird damage, etc.) of a single baggie would result in a
signicant release of electrolyte and plant capacity loss. Miti-
gating this concern by decreasing the size of the baggies, which
would require a greater number of baggies, is likely to increase
the costs associated with this system. The Type 2 system has
additional limitations in that mediator transport rates across
the bridges and associated voltage losses are uncertain. More
bridges may be needed to overcome these challenges, which
would increase system costs. It is also not trivial to guarantee
the presence of solely O2 or H2 in each baggie if there is unde-
sired gas transport across the bridges. Also, the simultaneousEnergy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002 | 1991
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View Article Onlineevolution of both gases on the particles in a single baggie could
be a problem if the band positions of the absorbers and catalyst
selectivities are not ideal.
In contrast to the particulate systems, the Type 3 and Type 4
systems are considerably more complex. The higher current
densities drawn on the much smaller photocell of the Type 4
system will require high performing HER and OER catalysts.
This more stringent catalyst requirement could be mitigated by
increasing the surface area for catalysis while preserving the
smaller absorber area; however, decoupling of the absorber and
catalyst areas presents additional design challenges and costs.
Given the large scale of all the reactors, there may be a signi-
cant voltage loss due to the voltage drop across the solution.58
The size of the baggies for particulate systems may need to be
reduced or additional transport channels introduced in planar
electrodes to minimize these losses.
Note that the planar array PEC reactors described here can
just as easily be applied to integrated PV-electrolysis units.
Both of these options have advantages over a system composed
of a commercially available photovoltaic cell connected to a
conventional water electrolyzer. The costs associated with the
contacts for current collection, charge conditioning and current
transmission losses in the latter are eliminated. Photon capture
over a large area in the case of the PEC reactors or PV-electrol-
ysis units also relaxes the catalyst requirements, enabling the
use of inexpensive nonprecious metal catalysts. The particles or
electrodes have large areas where current densities on the order
of mA cm2 rather than A cm2 are drawn, requiring a lower
voltage to drive the OER and the HER than in a conventional
electrolyzer. In addition, unknown complications (e.g. product
crossover) may arise in electrolyzers operating at these
decreased current densities because electrolyzers are tradi-
tionally operated at larger current densities.
Nevertheless, there exists the opportunity to design
improved nonintegrated PV-driven electrolysis. As solar
absorption and catalysis can be decoupled with such a system,
semiconductors unstable in aqueous environments could be
considered. As the analysis presented in this work is limited to
systems in which the semiconductor is directly immersed in the
electrolyte, the technoeconomics of PV-driven electrolysis is
outside of the scope. A similar analysis for such an approach
would be welcomed by the community.Fig. 6 Average monthly refracted insolation for each reactor type. Refracted
insolation refers to the light intensity incident upon the photoabsorbers, as
opposed to the incident intensity (not shown), which is incident upon the HDPE or
PMMA reactor covering.4 Plant design and operation
Complete PEC hydrogen production plants were designed
based on the dimensions, operating conditions, and perfor-
mance characteristics of the four reactor types. To enable
accurate cost analysis, these plant designs incorporated all the
unit operations necessary to deliver a puried and compressed
hydrogen gas product. The plant designs include the reactor
layout and spacing, gas processing components, control
systems, and support piping and wiring. Each plant module
consists of reactor arrays and gas separation/compression
equipment sized to deliver 1 tonne per day (TPD) of H2 at 300 psi
(20.4 atm). The pipeline pressure was selected to be directly
comparable with other DOE H2A Production Plants. Note that1992 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002in the Type 1 system where there are H2 losses associated with
the gas separation process, the reactor arrays are sized to deliver
a net production of 1 TPD H2 aer separation. For the purposes
of the cost analysis, an entire H2 production plant will consist of
10 of such systems for a total net production of 10 TPD.4.1 Solar insolation
An accurate measure of photon ux is necessary to size the
plants and determine the reactor layouts. A hypothetical plant
site of Daggett, CA, USA, at 35 North latitude, was assumed for
the purposes of determining the insolation. This location was
chosen because it is themost favorable of the 239 National Solar
Radiation Database sites due to its high terrestrial insolation
and minimal cloud cover. The solar insolation model consid-
ered both direct and diﬀuse radiation as a function of time of
the day and day of the year. The diﬀerent reactor types utilize
these sources of radiation with diﬀerent eﬃciencies. The NREL
SOLPOS model was used to calculate the extraterrestrial radia-
tion (ETR) intensity and solar position. The clearness index,
dened as the average loss due to atmospheric absorption,
scattering, and cloud cover, was derived from the NREL Solar
Radiation Data Manual. To determine the direct insolation
intensity, the ETR was multiplied by the clearness index. The
total insolation on the Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3 systems was
the sum of the direct and diﬀuse components whereas the Type
4 system used only the direct solar component. The amount of
incident radiation that is captured depends on the reactor
design, specically the orientation and type of covering (HDPE
vs. PMMA). Fig. 6 shows the average monthly insolation calcu-
lated for the diﬀerent reactor types. The insolation and the STH
eﬃciency assumptions outlined in Section 3 were used to
determine the reactor array sizes required to achieve an average
annual production of 1 TPD H2. All reactors and plants were
designed to accommodate variations in the hydrogen produc-
tion rate due to changes in irradiance over the course of a day
and throughout the year. However, the daily output of hydrogen
varies substantially over a year, which may not match marketThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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View Article Onlinedemand for the hydrogen product. A summary of the pertinent
parameters for each system design and plant layout is shown in
Table 1 while additional details follow below.4.2 Type 1 plant design: single bed particle suspension
A horizontal plate eld geometry with a solar input including
direct and diﬀuse radiation was used to model the suspension
bed and the average yearly insolation calculated for this reactor
type was 5.77 kW h per m2 per day. Based on this yearly inso-
lation and the STH eﬃciency estimate of 10%, 18 baggies of
323 m  12.2 m each are required for a net production of 1 TPD
H2. The layout of the plant was designed to minimize the
spacing between the baggies for optimal land use. Some space
was le between the reactors for maintenance access and a total
of 30% additional land area was allocated for auxiliaries.
Because these reactors are very wide and short, solar shadowing
was not a consideration. A top-view diagram illustrating the
plant layout is shown in Fig. 7(a). The reactors are integrated
with the gas processing subassembly via ports in each HDPE
baggie that allow for water input and gas output. This
embodiment is the only one of the four selected for evaluation
which results in a combustive mixture of stoichiometric H2 and
O2. Compression of this explosive mixture is considered a very
important design concern but not an insurmountable problem.4.3 Type 2 plant design: dual bed particle suspension
The Type 2 plant design is very similar to the Type 1 plant
design. Pure O2 and H2 are now produced in separate
compartments, so the need for gas separation equipment is
obviated. This conguration also signicantly reduces the risks
associated with inadvertent H2/O2 gas combustion. The same
set of assumptions was used to calculate the average yearly
insolation, 5.77 kW h per m2 per day. Accounting for the STH
eﬃciency of 5%, 347 assemblies of 61.0 m  6.1 m each are
required to produce 1 TPD H2. The layout of this plant is alsoTable 1 Summary of hydrogen output of a net 1 TPD plant module for each of the
system eﬃciencies, reactor dimensions, and emplacement area
Type 1, single bed
particle suspension
Ty
pa
Gross production
(kg H2 per day, yearly
average)
1111 10
Net production
(kg H2 per day, yearly
average)
1000 10
Mean solar input
(kW h per m2 per day)
5.25 5.2
Baseline STH eﬃciency (%) 10 5
Dimensions of reactor 323 m  12.2 m  0.1 m
slurry bed
61
slu
Number of reactors for 1
TPD H2
18 34
Photon capture area (m2) 70 540 12
Land area required (m2) 91 702 16
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013designed to maximize land usage while allowing some space
between the assemblies for maintenance access and auxiliaries,
estimated to be 30% additional area. As with the previous
reactor type, solar shadowing is not a concern. A diagram
illustrating the plant layout is shown in Fig. 7(b). Once again,
water input and gas output are accomplished by ports in the
HDPE baggies.4.4 Type 3 plant design: xed panel array
As with the Type 2 system, because the O2 and H2 are produced
in separate compartments, no gas separation process is
required and the safety concerns associated with inadvertent
gas combustion are minimized. Tomaximize the solar radiation
captured, the xed planar panels are tilted toward the South at
an angle equal to the plant latitude. Using a 35 tilted array
geometry for Daggett, California and assuming a solar input
including direct and some diﬀuse radiation, the average yearly
insolation calculated for this reactor type is 6.19 kW h per m2
per day. With an STH eﬃciency of 10%, a total of 26 923 panels
each 1 m wide and 2 m long are required to achieve a target
production of 1 TPD H2. The layout of this plant is designed to
minimize the eﬀects of solar shadowing by adjacent panels. The
North–South panel spacing is set such that there is no shad-
owing at sun angles greater than 10 above the horizon. Based
on the panel dimensions, this requires a separation distance of
8.1 m, resulting in an emplacement area ratio of 4.07 m2 land
per m2 panel. A diagram illustrating the plant layout is shown in
Fig. 7(c). The water input and gas outputs are connected to
manifolds that lead to large central collection pipes.4.5 Type 4 plant design: tracking concentrator array
In this system, the water input is pressurized and the O2 and H2
are produced in separate compartments. Therefore, neither gas
separation nor compression is required. The concentrator array
angle in the Type 4 system is controlled so that the panels pointfour conceptual PEC hydrogen production plants with values for the solar input,
pe 2, dual bed
rticle suspension
Type 3, xed
panel array
Type 4, tracking
concentrator array
00 1000 1000
00 1000 1000
5 6.19 6.55
10 15
m  6.1 m  0.4 m
rry bed
2 m  1 m panel 6 m  3 m reector
7 26 923 1885
6 969 53 845 33 924
5 060 219 149 222 881
Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002 | 1993
Fig. 7 Plantmodule layout of reactor arrays for 1 TPDH2 production for reactors (a) Type 1, (b) Type 2, (c) Type 3, and (d) Type 4. Amake-upwater subassembly provides
water ﬂow to the reactors, the gas processing subassembly puriﬁes and compresses (if needed) the product gaswhile the control room is used formonitoring. These unit
operations are centralized and driveways provide access to the individual beds or reactor arrays. Panel array emplacement is designed to minimize shadowing.
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View Article Onlinedirectly toward the sun throughout the day. This tracking
system captures the direct radiation very eﬀectively, but due to
the shape of the concentrators, collection of diﬀuse radiation is
minimal. These assumptions lead to an average yearly insola-
tion of 6.55 kW h per m2 per day for this reactor type. With an
STH eﬃciency of 15%, a total of 1885 concentrator arrays each 6
mwide and 3m in height are required to produce 1 TPDH2. The
spacing between the concentrator arrays was again determined1994 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002to minimize the eﬀects of shading by adjacent concentrators. In
this case, because the arrays track the sun, the spacing along
both the North–South and East–West axes was considered. The
arrays are spaced such that there is no shadowing when the sun
is more than 10 above the horizon in the East–West direction
or 26 above the horizon to the South. The necessary spacing
was 6.71m in the North–South direction and 17.3 m in the East–
West direction, resulting in an emplacement area ratio ofThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Table 2 Summary of liquid and gas handling systems required for each reactor type
Type 1, single bed particle
suspension
Type 2, dual bed particle
suspension Type 3, xed panel array
Type 4, tracking
concentrator array
Piping 14.7 psia water inlet, gas
outlet
14.7 psia water inlet, gas
outlet, electrolyte circulation
14.7 psia water inlet,
gas outlet
300 psia water inlet,
gas outlet
Compression 305 psia H2, O2, water vapor 300 psia H2, water vapor 300 psia H2, water vapor Not required
Condensation
and cooling
Reactor outlet, condenser,
dual intercoolers
Reactor outlet, condenser,
dual intercoolers
Reactor outlet, condenser,
dual intercoolers
Reactor outlet, condenser
Purication Pressure swing adsorption to
remove 33 molar % O2
Not required Not required Not required
Analysis Energy & Environmental Science
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View Article Online6.57 m2 of land per m2 concentrator. A diagram illustrating the
plant layout is shown in Fig. 7(d). The water input and gas
outputs are connected viamanifolds to central collection pipes.4.6 Gas processing and control system subassemblies
In addition to the reactors, the plants also include subassem-
blies for separating, purifying, and compressing the product gas
streams and controlling the reactor operation. The basic
components are similar for Types 1–4, but due to the specics of
each design, not all elements are required for each reactor type.
These subassemblies are supported by extensive piping and
wiring. All piping in the designs consists of polyvinyl chloride to
minimize costs. The eﬀects of hydrogen embrittlement and gas
diﬀusion are assumed to be negligible given the moderate
temperature and pressure operating conditions.
The hydrogen delivered from each plant is puried and
compressed to 300 psi. The gas processing subassembly, which
includes compression, separation, and purication unit oper-
ations, is used to condition the hydrogen. Prior to compression,
the gas stream for the Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3 systems is
cooled to 40 C with a cooler/condenser to remove water vapor
and reduce the volumetric ow to the compressor. A two-stage
oil free piston compressor with intercooling is selected for the
compression unit operation. For the Type 1 system, the outlet
O2/H2 gas is compressed to 305 psi to allow for the 5 psi pres-
sure loss associated with separation of the product gases. The
yearly average plant size is 1 TPD and without interim
compressed H2 storage facilities, the compressors are sized to
handle the peak H2 output and will operate at reduced capacity
most of the year. For Types 1 and 2, this output is the average
daily production on June 21 because the baggies have the
capacity to expand to accumulate excess gas in the bed head-
space over the 24 hour day. For the Type 3 system, the
compressor is sized for the instantaneous peak output at noon
on June 21 because there is no space for accumulation. Given
the additional volume of the O2 in the product stream, the Type
1 compressor must handle 1.5 times the volume ow when
compared to the Type 2 and 3 compressors. The Type 4 reactor
does not require an additional compression stage because the
H2 exits the reactor at 300 psi so only a condenser is needed at
the gas outlet to separate water vapor.
Commercial methods considered for separating out the H2
in the product stream of the Type 1 reactor include pressure
swing adsorption (PSA), temperature swing adsorption (TSA),This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013palladium membrane separation, nano-porous membrane
separation, and electrochemical pumps. PSA, frequently
employed for the separation of H2 from steam methane
reforming product gases, was selected as the best option to
separate a mixture of H2, O2, and H2O for the following reasons:
lower cost, higher technological maturity, reduced cycle time,
lower temperature and pressure requirements, and no need for
additional gas cleanup processes. PSA purication proceeds by
owing the pressurized mixed stream over an absorbent bed
designed to capture the undesired gas while H2 continues
owing through the system; a carbon sorbent is used for O2 and
silica gel for H2O. Once the adsorbent is saturated, the bed is
vented by decreasing the pressure and introducing a small
amount of pure H2 to drive out residual O2 and H2O. Hydrogen
recovery is less than unity because a small quantity of H2 is
trapped in the adsorption bed and product gas is lost during the
purge cycle. A summary of the auxiliary components needed for
each system is shown in Table 2.
A control system subassembly is also required for local and
remote monitoring, alarming for hazardous conditions, and
controlling of plant equipment. To minimize control costs, the
lowest degree of control sophistication which allows full func-
tionality and safe operation is assumed. Water level controllers
are incorporated to assure adequate ow to the reactors, ow
meters at the gas processing outlet are used to measure product
ow, pressure sensors are used to monitor for pressure build-up
or loss, and gas sensors are needed to sample for contaminants
in the output stream. Support components such as program-
mable logic controllers, control room computers and soware,
power and instrumentation wiring, wiring conduits, alarms,
and electrical power are all included in the costs. The large areas
covered by the plants increase the costs of the control system
and impose the need for remote control capabilities. Each
reactor type requires a diﬀerent number of sensors, alarms, etc.
due to vastly diﬀerent plant layouts. Lastly, a makeup water
assembly is required to continuously feed water to the reactors
as it is consumed to evolve gaseous products.
5 Costs
The levelized cost of hydrogen in $ per kg for each system type
was computed using the H2A model, version 2.0 in 2005 U.S.
dollars. The DOE H2A analysis tool is primarily intended to
compare diﬀerent hydrogen production pathways or, as is the
case here, diﬀerent embodiments of the same approach. TheEnergy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002 | 1995
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View Article Onlinestructured format of the H2A model allows a user to enter the
cash inows and outows associated both with construction
and operation of a hydrogen production plant. A discounted
cash ow analysis was performed within the H2A framework to
evaluate an appropriate return on investment used to assess
yearly costs for capital equipment investments. All plant-
specic parameters related to location, operation, and reactor
design are determined or assumed for each system design while
the H2A default values for many general parameters are
retained. A complete list of default values may be found in the
original report10 while an abbreviated list of the most important
is shown in Table 3 along with some assumed parameters
common to all systems. Note that while high purity oxygen is
produced as a by-product, it is vented to atmosphere and no
cost credit is taken.
This type of costing analysis is not without limitations,
especially given the number of performance and cost projec-
tions required. For example, the semiconductor materials
selected for pricing the functional materials in each system
embodiment, such as Fe2O3 and TiO2, do not have the required
functionality. While serving as a good starting point for a cost
surrogate, serviceable materials may be considerably more
expensive. It is also very diﬃcult to engineer a single semi-
conductor to act both as an excellent absorber and eﬃcient
catalyst but the cost of adding a co-catalyst was not directly
considered. However, one of the coated layers already incorpo-
rated in the costs could be a catalyst layer. It is important to bear
in mind that there is currently no infrastructure for a hydrogen
distribution network and the cost of delivery outside of the
plant gate is not assessed. This analysis targeted only the
production cost of the hydrogen in getting it to the plant gate at
the desired purity and pressure as dictated by the H2A analysis.Table 3 Selected H2A default and assumed input parameters for the H2A
costing analysis
H2A default values
Operating period and
facility life
20 years
Construction period 1 year
CO2 capture credit, CO2
production taxes or O2 credit
None
Depreciation type Modied accelerated cost
recovery system (MACRS), 20 years
Ination rate 1.9%
Land cost $500 per acre
Hydrogen pressure at
central gate
300 psig
Hydrogen purity 98% minimum; CO <10 ppm,
sulfur <10 ppm
Production facility
maintenance & repair
0.5% of direct capital cost
(per year)
Burdened labor rate for staﬀ $50 per hour
Assumed common parameters
Operating capacity factor 90%
Site preparation 1% of direct costs minus unique
excavation costs
Engineering and design 7% of direct costs
Process contingency 20%
1996 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002The primary purpose of this work is to report the main
ndings of the cost analysis and as such, many of the costing
details incorporated in the report issued by DTI10 are not dis-
cussed here. We focus on identifying the major contributors to
cost for each type of PEC system. Some system-specic costs are
discussed below with a summary of all capital and operating
costs for each system which lead to a levelized cost of hydrogen
in $ per kg H2.
5.1 System-specic costs
The particularities of each cell and plant design result in unique
costs associated with a specic system type. For the Type 1 and 2
systems, the reactor baggies cover a considerable land area.
Thus, care was taken to accurately determine excavation costs
based on local labor rates, equipment required, and estimated
time to level the area for one baggie. The estimated excavation
costs exclusively for leveling the land under the baggies were
$46 259 and $82 237 for the Type 1 and Type 2 systems,
respectively. Costing of the particles was based on a slurry
coating process similar to that used in the pharmaceutical
industry; the particles are modeled as 40 nm Fe2O3 ($188 per kg)
substrates coated with two 5 nm layers of TiO2 ($278 per kg).
Assuming a production volume of 41 600 kg per year (suﬃcient
to evolve 500 TPD H2), a short Design for Manufacture and
Assembly (DFMA) analysis yields a total cost of $304 per kg of
which $209 per kg ismaterials, $17 per kg is the coating process,
and $79 per kg is the markup to account for scrap, R&D, and
prot. While cheaper production technologies may be devel-
oped and the demand volume may be vastly diﬀerent, it will be
shown that these developments would have a minimal impact
on the nal H2 cost, which is fairly insensitive to particle cost
due to the low mass of particles required. For the Type 3 system,
the cost of panel electrodes is a key factor. Given the present
lack of industrial production of such electrodes, costs are based
on the solar cell open literature cost reports, NREL cost
projections for solar cells,59 and a DFMA style cost analysis. A
cost of $150–$200 per m2 is assumed based on using low cost PV
printing techniques. For the Type 4 system, the processing
subassembly, along with pumps and the control system, will
require electrical power. Furthermore, water is required as a
feedstock for electrolysis. The utility usage was computed for
each system, as shown in Table 4, and the H2Amodel rates were
used to nd the total utilities cost. Plant staﬃng requirements
were based on the assumption that one worker could oversee
100 acres of baggies or panels and a plant supervisor is required
for large operations.
5.2 System capital costs
All components except for the HDPE baggies, photoactive
particles, and PEC cells were assumed to have a 20 year lifetime
and not contribute to yearly replacement costs. Both the baggies
and particles were assumed to have a ve year service lifetime
for the Type 1 and Type 2 systems while the PEC panels for the
Type 3 and Type 4 systems had an assumed lifetime of 10 years.
Lifetime refers to the length of time the component is in use
prior to being replaced but does not consider any deteriorationThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Table 4 Utility usage for unit operations and feedstocks for 1 TPD H2 production plant modules of each of the four reactor types
Type 1, single
bed particle suspension
Type 2, dual bed
particle suspension
Type 3, xed
panel array
Type 4, tracking
concentrator array
Power consumption
Compressor (kW) 128.6 76.3 76.3 —
Pumps (kW) 1.1 0.9 0.7 0.22
PSA (kW) 1.0 — — —
Control system (kW) 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5
Average power consumption (kW) 137.2 83.7 83.5 6.7
Water consumption
Electrolysis (kg per day) 9928.8 8935.9 8935.9 8935.9
Vapor loss (kg per day) 53.1 31.9 31.9 31.9
Total usage (kg per day) 9981.9 8967.8 8967.8 8967.8
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View Article Onlinein performance. For all system types, the bulk of the cost of
hydrogen stems from capital expenditures. The capital cost of
each 1 TPD system was calculated and the results are summa-
rized in Table 5.
5.3 Levelized hydrogen cost & sensitivity analysis
Each system was designed for 1 TPD H2 production but the
overall levelized cost of hydrogen calculation assumes a 10 TPD
H2 demand and thus, 10 plant modules each producing 1 TPD.
The increase in scale primarily results in a decrease in labor
costs per kilogram of hydrogen produced. All the systems
considered are centralized hydrogen production facilities; theTable 5 Summary of all direct capital expenditures and installation costs for the f
Type 1, single bed particle
suspension
Type 2, dual bed
suspension
Reactor subassembly Baggies $133 077 Baggies
Particles $22 679 Particles
Other $56 501 Other
Reactor subassembly
total
$212 257 $892 934
Gas processing
subassembly
Compressor $526 302
Condenser $13 765 Compressor
Intercoolers $30 655 Condenser
PSA $107 147 Intercoolers
Piping $6416 Piping
Gas processing
subassembly total
$684 283 $356 654
Control system total $173 944 $440 826
Direct capital cost total $1 070 485 $1 690 414
Reactor cost per capture
area (uninstalled)
$2.21 per m2 $6.55 per m2
System Cost per capture
area (uninstalled)
$19.76 per m2 $18.46 per m2
Installation Excavation $46 259 Excavation
Baggies/piping $21 534 Baggies/piping
Gas processing $203 361 Gas processing
Control system $52 183 Control system
Installation cost total $323 337 $653 314
Total capital cost with
installation
$1 393 822 $2 343 728
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013cost represents the price of hydrogen at the plant gate and does
not take into account delivery or dispensing costs. The calcu-
lated levelized cost of hydrogen for the Type 1, Type 2, Type 3,
and Type 4 systems is $1.60 per kg H2, $3.20 per kg H2, $10.40
per kg H2, and $4.10 per kg H2, respectively. There is some
uncertainty in the absolute output values ($ per kg H2) emerging
from this model. However, these results show that PEC
hydrogen can potentially meet the DOE cost goal of $2.00–$4.00
per kg H2 discussed later in the text. The numbers can also be
used to make instructive comparisons of system costs. It is
useful to break down the cost into capital costs, xed operation
and maintenance costs, variable costs, and decommissioningour diﬀerent 1 TPD net H2 production plant modules
particle
Type 3, xed panel array
Type 4, tracking
concentrator array
$791 250 Tracking/
concentrating
$2 035 420
$40 798 PEC cells $8 238 271 PEC cells $1 072 904
$60 886 Other $105 074 Other $26 886
$8 343 345 $3 135 209
$315 884 Compressor $759 481
$10 626 Condenser $16 607 Condenser $7098
$23 334 Intercoolers $36 389 Piping $26 673
$6811 Piping $104 861
$917 338 $33 771
$319 862 $279 774
$9 580 545 $3 448 755
$154.95 per m2 $92.41 per m2
$204.81 per m2 $126.51 per m2
$124 672 Panels/reactor $1 076 962 Reactors $746 385
$291 441 Piping $30 843 Piping $10 521
$104 953 Gas processing $243 743 Gas processing $2129
$132 248 Control system $95 959 Control system $83 932
$1 447 507 $842 967
$11 028 052 $4 291 722
Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002 | 1997
Fig. 8 Distribution of cost contributions to the levelized price of hydrogen.
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View Article Onlinecosts as shown in Fig. 8. For every system, the output varies
signicantly over the course of the year, with the December
output being much lower than the June production. If adequate
storage options are not available and winter demand is high,
the systems would need to be scaled up and the costs would be
elevated. We once again emphasize that these are conceptual
systems for which there is a large degree of uncertainty in the
system performance, H2 demand schedule, durability, and cost.
To help illustrate the eﬀects of these uncertainties on the cost ofFig. 9 Eﬀect of eﬃciency, particle or panel cost, and component lifetime on the cost
a single parameter from the base case to a higher and lower value as indicated on
1998 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002the H2 output at the plant gate, a sensitivity analysis was carried
out to gauge the relative eﬀects of system eﬃciency and
component lifetime. Sensitivity to the cost of the photocatalytic
particles was also considered for the Type 1 and 2 systems while
the cost of the PEC cells was considered for the Type 3 and 4
systems. The sensitivity analysis presented here is an attempt to
identify the most impactful parameters on the nal cost of H2
but other assumed costs (e.g. land costs, labor rates, pumps/
compressors, etc.) will also vary to some degree; a more exten-
sive sensitivity analysis of all parameters to determine the full
range of error is beyond the scope of the current work but will
likely be pursued as the technology matures. The results of the
sensitivity analysis are shown in Fig. 9 along with the range of
evaluation parameters explored.
For all four systems, the capital costs make up a signicant
fraction of the overall cost. We consider themajor contributions
in each case to identify where design uncertainty could lead to
increases in cost and where research progress could drive down
costs signicantly. The cost of hydrogen produced from the
Type 1 and Type 2 systems is very low at $1.60 per kg and $3.20
per kg, respectively. However, the performance of the particu-
late systems on a large scale is not well established given
incomplete demonstration of the eﬀective performance of
particles as a function of depth in the baggies, photovoltage
generated by multilayer particles, voltage losses across porous
bridges, particle lifetime, and scalable particle fabrication
methods. For the Type 1 system, gas compression equipment
accounts for over half of the direct capital costs. Given the safetyof hydrogen from each reactor design. Each calculation represents the variation of
the left axis.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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View Article Onlineconcerns associated with compression of a combustible mixture
of stoichiometric H2 and O2, costs could rise as suitable engi-
neering controls are incorporated to mitigate the risk. Another
possible source of rising costs could come from increasing the
number of baggies to diminish the capacity loss in case of
failure, likely bringing the cost of hydrogen closer to the Type 2
system.
Among particle eﬃciency, cost, and lifetime, the sensitivity
analysis for the Type 1 system revealed that eﬃciency has the
biggest impact; however, all cost diﬀerentials were small. The
keys to bringing this type of system to market appear to be more
related to technological feasibility and could be: (i) to develop
particles that provide the photovoltage required to split water
but still utilize a large portion of the solar spectrum, and (ii) to
nd innovative solutions for the compression of the H2/O2
mixture.
The Type 2 system cost breakdown is similar to the Type 1
system, with the capital costs and associated installation
expenses for the greater number of baggies accounting for the
higher levelized cost of $3.20 per kg H2. Electrolyte voltage
losses in this system could prove problematic as the redox
shuttle must travel between the separate O2 and H2 generating
baggies. The baggie width has been reduced to alleviate these
losses but molecular transport on the order of meters rather
than centimeters, typical of research cells, has not been
demonstrated. A priority for developing a Type 2 system is
designing the membrane bridges and slurry circulation system
to minimize voltage losses while preventing O2 and H2 diﬀu-
sion. In addition to demonstrating the eﬀective use of a redox
mediator, there is still the principal challenge of developing the
separate particles needed for O2 and H2 generation. An advan-
tage of this system over its Type 1 counterpart is the potential
for researchers to independently optimize the O2 and H2
generating particles, allowing for much greater exibility in
designing materials. In summary, particulate systems have
lower predicted cost but signicant technical risk given the
state of development of both the reactor systems and the pho-
tocatalytic particles.
The baseline costs of the Type 3 and Type 4 systems are
higher than that of the particulate systems but leveraging the
knowledge from the PV industry increases the cost certainty for
components such as the concentrating system and thin lm
panels. Capital costs dominate the price of $10.40 per kg H2 for
a Type 3 system, the highest of the four embodiments consid-
ered. More than 80% of the cost originates in the materials,
construction, and installation of the photoactive cells. Given the
rigid encapsulation framework, as opposed to the exible
baggies of the Type 1 and 2 reactors, compression costs for the
Type 3 reactor are also high since the auxiliary units must be
sized for the peak hourly output and not the average output over
the day.
While the accuracy of the cost analysis for the Type 3 and 4
systems benetted from the pricing information available from
the PV industry, it also relies on the projected development of
lower cost thin lm materials. It is clear from the sensitivity
analysis that all parameters, i.e. eﬃciency, cell cost, and dura-
bility of planar electrodes, aﬀect the costs; research andThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013development must focus on all three aspects to ultimately
produce high-eﬃciency, stable materials that can be manufac-
tured cheaply from earth abundant elements.
The Type 4 system, yielding a cost of $4.10 per kg H2, is the
more attractive of the two panel options based on this analysis.
The reduced photoelectrode area required with 10 : 1 solar
concentration signicantly reduces the capital costs associated
with panel production and brings the levelized cost of hydrogen
much closer to that of the slurry systems. This fact exemplies
the utility of an upfront technoeconomic analysis for energy
technologies that do not yet exist at the commercial scale.
Researchers can recognize that any PEC system developed in the
laboratory will likely be made more cost eﬀective at the
commercial scale if 10 : 1 solar concentration is employed, thus
motivating research into the eﬀects of increased light intensity
on photoabsorber materials. In the Type 4 reactor, the solar
collector structure is now the primary expense driving the price
of hydrogen. Progress in the PV industry has already brought
these costs down but modest improvements may still be
possible when considering a system tailored for PEC water
splitting. Increasing the concentration ratio to 20 : 1 would
further lower the costs by an estimated 10%, but there may be
catalysis and bubble formation issues which limit practical
implementation. Eﬃciency is a key parameter driving costs for
this system and thus materials discovery and development
should focus on high eﬃciency systems. A PEC cell eﬃciency
reaching 25% would reduce the levelized cost of hydrogen to a
value of $2.90 per kg. Fig. 3 illustrates that a 22.8% STH eﬃ-
ciency is potentially realizable in a tandem structure even when
practical losses are considered; future improvements in both
catalysts and semiconductors or the use of triple junction cells
should allow the small step to 25%.5.4 Cost comparison
It is important to establish what the target cost of hydrogen
should be to compete with other liquid fuels or hydrogen
production technologies. In the DOE Fuel Cell Technologies
Program Multi-Year Research, Development and Demonstra-
tion Plan, the objective was set to reduce the cost of hydrogen to
$2.00–$4.00 per gasoline gallon equivalent (gge) delivered at the
pump. The basis for this target is that the cost of hydrogen
should be roughly the same as that of untaxed gasoline. Based
on the lower heating values, one gallon of gasoline is approxi-
mately equivalent to one kilogram of hydrogen resulting in a
target cost of $2.00–$4.00 per kg H2.
The least expensive current H2 production process is steam
methane reforming, which provides hydrogen at a cost of $1.00–
$5.00 per kg H2 (ref. 60) but of course, direct consumption of
fossil fuels to produce hydrogen is not a sustainable process.
The low price of natural gas, likely to persist for the foreseeable
future due to the recent advent of hydraulic fracturing
methods,61 means the cost of H2 is likely to be on the lower end
of this range. Using the linear relationship between natural gas
prices and hydrogen production cost established by Lemus and
Mart´ınez Duart, the centralized cost (i.e. not including delivery)
of steam methane reforming is roughly $1.25 per kg H2 basedEnergy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002 | 1999
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View Article Onlineon recent natural gas prices around $3.50 per GJ.62 Large-scale
electrolysis, using the industrial coal-powered electricity price
of $0.05 per kW per h, has a cost of $4.09 per kg H2 computed
using an H2A type analysis.60 Once again, fossil fuels appear in
the chemical balance sheet unless all the grid electricity comes
from renewable sources. A completely clean route to hydrogen
would be connecting an electrolyzer to a PV array, both
commercial technologies today which can be coupled.63 While
the cost of PV is coming down, it is still not as cheap as coal-
powered electricity.64 As a result, if the grid electricity supplying
the electrolyzer was replaced with PV electricity, the cost would
still be >$4.09 per kg H2. We emphasize that the full tech-
noeconomics of PV-electrolysis is outside of the scope of this
work but such a project would be interesting. Clearly there is
room for optimization of the coupling of PV and electrolysis,
such as considering load leveling, which would presumably
drive costs down. A technoeconomic analysis of PV-electrolysis
could serve to identify pathways to achieve the DOE goal as the
analysis presented here has done for the case of direct water
photolysis.
A previous report that evaluated the cost of hydrogen
produced from several distributed and centralized technolo-
gies, without consideration of costs of compression, storage
and delivery, revealed that the price of production alone was
$1.61 per kg for centralized biomass gasication, $1.33 per kg
for natural gas reforming, $4.50 per kg for wind electrolysis, and
$2.05 per kg for coal gasication with carbon capture.65 These
costs would be slightly higher if compression to 300 psi were
included to directly compare to the PEC hydrogen production
costs. Given the estimated costs for H2 at 300 psi from the four
conceptual water splitting systems described in this paper, as
low as $1.60 per kg H2 for particle-based systems and $4.10 per
kg H2 for concentrated panel systems, it is clear that PEC
hydrogen production is a viable option among the carbon-free
processes. Interestingly, a previous analysis carried out nearly
two decades ago, using a slightly diﬀerent methodology and
assumptions, came to the same conclusion that a dual bed
particle-based system would be more economical than a
commercial PV coupled to an electrolyzer, a multilayer panel
PEC system, or a concentrated multilayer panel PEC water
splitting system.666 Conclusions
The levelized cost of hydrogen was computed using standard
H2A methodology to assess the viability of photo-
electrochemical water splitting as a carbon-free means to
produce hydrogen. The four conceptual systems evaluated were
a Type 1 single bed particle suspension, a Type 2 dual bed
particle suspension, a Type 3 xed panel array, and a Type 4
tracking concentrator array. For each photoabsorber arrange-
ment, theoretical eﬃciency calculations were carried out and
compared to actual laboratory-scale materials benchmarks in
order to determine reasonable target system eﬃciencies. The
baseline levelized production cost of hydrogen was computed to
be $1.60, $3.20, $10.40, and $4.10 per kg H2 for the Type 1, Type
2, Type 3 and Type 4 systems, respectively. The particle slurry2000 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1983–2002systems have signicantly lower capital costs but there is greater
uncertainty associated with their operation, such as safety
concerns over the cogeneration of H2 and O2 for the Type 1
system or the long molecular transport lengths of redox shuttles
in the Type 2 system. The panel array systems are more
expensive due to their signicant capital costs. Panel fabrica-
tion and encapsulation costs dominate for the Type 3 system
while the solar concentrator and tracking components drive the
cost of the Type 4 system. However, the sensitivity analysis
reveals that there is a signicant opportunity to reduce the cost
of the panel-based systems by improving materials eﬃciency
and by employing solar concentration. PEC cell cost and dura-
bility are also secondary drivers for the cost of the output
hydrogen. This work clearly demonstrates that if technical
progress is made to meet material performance targets and with
appropriate plant-scale engineering, direct solar hydrogen
produced by photoelectrochemical water splitting can be
produced at a cost which meets the DOE target of $2.00–$4.00
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